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REVIEWS

Angeles. "Of the over 2500 terms I have collected in almost nine years, fully
75% of the expressions representedin the lexicon are known to black teenagers,
andapproximately50% of those termsare claimed as active words and phrasesin
teenage vocabularies" (207).

Folb combines the use of "Dialectology" and "The Ethnographyof Speaking" to produce this work. And, because language serves the needs of its immediate users, her analysis provides clear - and often painful - insight into the
lives and social values of these teens. It is largely for this reason that this work
should be of use to scholars, educators,and laymen; that is, both now and in the
future, as time changes the correspondingspeech community and vocabulary.
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BUDB. KHLEIF, Language, ethnicity, and education in Wales. (Contributionsto
the Sociology of Language, 28.) The Hague: Mouton, I980. Pp. xv + 331.

This book is timely in its concerns. Interestin ethnicity and language, as well as
in ethnicity in general, has run high duringthe last decade (see, for example, De
Vos & Romanucci-Ross 1975; Giles 1977; Glazer & Moynihan 1975; section IV
of Mackey & Ornstein 1979), and movements pressing for some degree of
autonomyhave been more visible among many of the "'submerged"peoples of
Europe in recent years than was the case before World War II, for example.
Khleif joins Michael Hechter (1972, 1975) in viewing the Celtic populations
of earlierGreat Britainand the presentUnited Kingdomas "internalcolonies,"
supplyingfoodstuffs and raw materialsto Englandjust as far-flungregions of the
British Empiredid. He notes that Welshmen like to say that Wales, annexed in
1536, was England's first colony (i i). The fates of Brittany,annexedby France,
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and Galicia and the Basque Country, annexed by Spain, were similar, as he
points out.
In a useful early chapter, 'A Brief Historyof Nationalism:European,Celtic,
and Welsh," Khleif traces the use of the internalcolonialism concept in American sociology, as well as its applicationto the Celtic fringe populations. Welsh
nationalism in particularis the focus of another chapter and a major theme
throughout.Khleif is sensitive as well as sympatheticto the grievances of the
Welsh as a suppressednationality.The seemingly trivialmatterof the orderingof
the two languageson bilingualroad signs is not unimportant,afterall, when it is
always English at the top of the sign and Welsh at the bottom. This is indicative
of a far-reachinginequality in the status of the two languages within Wales as
well as within Britaingenerally. The intensely nationalisticEnglish fail to recognize their own nationalismuntil the Welsh nationalistsshock them by reading
them back their own propagandawith the word Welsh substitutedfor English:
"We state what appears to us to be an incontrovertible) primnarvfic(t that for

English children no form of knowledge can take precedenceover English..."
(45; italics in original).
Khleif makes fairly frequentreferenceto others of the submergedpeoples of
Europe, especially the Bretons, perhapsas nearestkin to the Welsh. Though he
seldom draws the parallels, many of the affrontsto Welsh pride, and threatsto
Welsh identity, are perfectly matched closer to home by conditions in Gaelic
Scotland. These include lack of official status for the language, inadequate
allotmentof time to the language in broadcasting,siting of militaryinstallations
in the linguistic heartlandwhere the damage is greatest, increase of English
holidayhomes in areas wherethe indigenouslanguagehas been relativelystrong.
Some developments, however, representa price Wales pays for its location not
far from English populationcenters: for example, the flooding of Welsh valleys
to provide water reservoirs for English towns, with resultant dislocation and
(lispersalof old, Welsh-speakingcommunities.
Provision made for Welsh in various public institutions (e.g., courts, post
cffice, broadcastingmedia) is discussed in a shortchapteron "The Languagevs.
InterlockingInstitutions";but far greateremphasis is placed on the development
of Welsh-mediumprimaryand secondaryschools in Wales, and on the teaching
of Welsh history as a "catechism for identity" within those schools. Each of
these topics has a chapter to itself, and this is not by any means a misplaced
emphasis, for reasons the author makes clear. In rural, traditionallyWelshspeaking areas, the erosion of Welsh continues as it has for decades. With the
rise of a strong Welsh middle class in the towns and cities, however, ethnic
awakening has led to the founding of schools through which a new Welshspeakingpopulationcan be recruited.In 1973-74, counteringthe loss of native
speakersin the countryside,therewere 67 Welsh-mediumprimaryand secondary
schools, with 12,089 pupils enrolled. Most pupils did not have Welsh as mother
tonigue at school entry. Originally fee-paying schools, the Welsh-medium
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schools have been absorbedinto the state-fundedsystem of education. They are,
paradoxically,at one and the same time the most antiquated,poorly equippedof
the country's schools (a sign of official hostility, in Khleif's view), and considered "snob" schools because the pupils attendingare largely drawn from wellto-do or professional families.
These schools have succeeded in doing what they had to do in order to
guaranteea full pupil population:they have produced pupils who not only do
much better in Welsh than pupils simply studying Welsh at an English-medium
school, but also do betteron the average in their other subjects, despite learning
them throughWelsh, than the pupils who study at English-mediumschools. It is
an outstandingsuccess story, giving rise to increasingdemandfor more Welshmedium schools and for university programs taught through the medium of
Welsh.
Teachersand administratorsof Welsh-mediumschools are well representedby
interview quotations in Khleif's book, but pupils from these schools are not
representedat all. It is an omission that could of course give rise to considerable
skepticism about the degree of success in producing active Welsh speakers
claimed for the Welsh-mediumschools and ought for that reason to have been
repaired. It is largely from the book's testimony about student pressure for
universitydegree programsthroughthe mediumof Welsh, and likewise aboutthe
level of Welsh linguistic nationalismamong the young of the middle class, that
the reader is brought to believe in the schools' success in promoting not just
proficiency in Welsh but linguistic loyalty to Welsh.
Khleif does not tint the Welsh linguistic landscape with rosy optimism. He is
aware of, and gives space in his pages to, the voices of what he calls the
anti-Welsh Welsh: native Welsh speakers who have made their way in the
English-speakingworld and who have no sympathywith those who wish to turn
back the clock in order to reproducea "Welsh Wales," which they say has not
existed for centuries. There cannot be many linguistic minoritygroups that have
not produceda goodly numberof such self-proclaimedpragmatists;often they
reveal a certain pathology in the very vehemence with which they speak against
their mother tongues. This familiar phenomenon of the "mother-tongue renegade" is a fascinatingone and deserves a full study in its own right, perhapsby
a team of investigatorsexpert in such variousareasas clinical psychology, social
psychology, sociology, and ethnic studies.
Khleif's book, as I hope I have made clear, is valuableboth in its focus and for
the materialit brings together. The subject matteris terriblyill-served, however,
by the mannerof presentation.The authorhas a disconcertinghabit of giving up
suddenlyon connective tissue in his prose and resortingto a list format.Thereare
even lists within lists; at one juncturethe readerfinds himself on item (a) of item
number7 within item (b) of a previous item number7 (176-77). The list problem
is a truly pervasive one and detractsfrom the impact of the material.In discussing the teaching of history in Welsh-mediumsecondary schools, for example,
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Khleif chooses to present, in rather full list form, history syllabi from five
schools. This occupies ten pages and inevitably produces a certain amount of
repetition. One fortunateauthor's books are listed no fewer than three separate
times, and several others' twice. Apart from the disappointingsubstitutionof
lists for a well-wrought,cogently organizedprose framework,thereis a problem
with consistency of tone. The early partof the book maintainsa style reasonably
consistent with the subject matterand with itself. But about a third of the way
into the book, colloquial usages and unmotivated asides begin to appear in
distractingnumbers;they are strikinglyout of keeping with the basic academic
prose in which they are uncomfortablylodged.
More substantivedrawbacksto this work are the total lack of an index and the
ratherlarge time lapse between the fieldworkon which the book is based (197374) and the date of publication(1980). An addendumnotes that the book was
actually written in 1975 and offers an update of 13 pages (plus references), to
bringthe readerto August 1979. But this has been a complex and rapid-moving
periodfor Britain'sethnicallydistinctiveregions, and a good deal more would be
requiredto bridge the interveningyears in an adequatefashion.
Despite the drawbacksnoted, however, readersgreatly interestedin the preservationof minoritylanguages, especially indigenousminoritylanguagessuch as
Lappish, Frisian, and Scottish Gaelic, will want to read this account of unusual
success in promoting a threatened minority language through high-quality
schooling.
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PER LINELL, Psychologi(al reality in phonology: A theoretical study. (Cam-

bridge Studies in Linguistics, 25). New York (Cambridgeand London):Cambridge University Press, 1979. Pp. xvi + 295.
It is regrettable that in this book, Linell never succeeds in closing the gap
between title and subtitle. Althoughhe acknowledgesthat in phonology the most
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